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ABSTRACT
This document presents the results of MSFC TWT 603, a pressure
test of a .00548-scale 146 inch Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (SRB)
with and without protuberances, conducted in the NASA MSFC 14 x 14 inch
Trisonlc Wind Tunnel. The objective of this test was to obtain static
pressure distributions for the SRB at reentry attitudes and flight
conditions. Local longitudinal and ring pressure distributions are
presented in tabulated form in the Appendix. Integration of the
pressure data has been performed and is available from DATAMAN or NASA/
MSFC upon request. Comparisons of the integrated values of the force
and moment coefficients can be made with the results from force test
TWT 604, Reference i.
The test was conducted at Mach numbers of 0.40 to 4.45 over an
angle of attack range from 60 to 185 degrees. Roll angles of 0, 45,
90 and 315 degrees were investigated. Reynolds numbers per foot varied
for selected Mach numbers. The Reynolds number per foot varied from
3.0 x 106 to 5.3 x 106 at Math 0.40 and from 3.5 x 106 to 8.1 x IO s at
iii
Mach3.76. The total Reynolds number range tested was from 2.96 x I0 s
to 8.62 x l0 G per foot.
The SRB model configuration was a 0.00548 scale representation of
a 146 inch diameter Space Shuttle SRB and included all major protuber-
ances. The model was tested with and without external protuberances.
The designation MSFC #468 was assigned to the model and its support
hardware.
The test program consisted of 355 runs and required 126 hours to
complete. The test was conducted by Northrop Services, Inc., for ED32/
Aerodynamics Analysis Branch of NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center. The
test was conducted during the months of March and April of 1975. The
NASA series number of the test is SA28F.
The photographic coverage of this test consisted of installation
photos of the test model and support hardware, along with schlleren
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reference span (diameter of
the cylindrical section of
the model)
total axial force coefficient
in the missile axis system
rolling moment coefficient
in the missile axis system
pitching moment coefficient
in the missile axis system
normal force coefficient in
the missile axis system
local normal force coefficient
in the missile axis system;
_C N /_(X/£re f)
m
yawlngmoment coefficient
in the missile axis system
pressure coefficient;
(P-P_)/q_
side force coefficient in the
missile axis system
local side force coefficient
in the missile axis system;
_ /_(X/£re f)
m
normal force, positive in the
nesative direction of Z
m
side force, positive in the
































overall length of SRB
reference length (diameter
of the cylindrical section
of the model)
pitching moment; a moment
about the Y -axis
m
(a positive pitching moment
tends to rotate the positive




yawing moment; a moment about
the Z -axis (a positive
m
yawing moment tends to rotate
the positive X -axis toward
m
the positive Y -axis)
m
Moment Reference Point
(see "Data Reduction and
Presentation" of text)
pressure
free stream total pressure
free stream static pressure
free stream dynamic pressure
reference area; cross-sectlonal






































abbreviation for solid rocket
booster
free stream total temperature
distance from nose of SRB,
positive in the negative X
m
direction
missile axes (see text)
location of the Moment
Reference Point, measured
from the oenterline of the
SRB at the nose, parallel
to the missile axis system
and positive in the negative
Xm, positive Ym and negative
Z directions
m




roll angle; i.e., angle
between the missile Y -axis
m
and the body Y-axis (from a
pilots viewpoint in an air-
plane, a positive roll angle
is a clockwise rotation).
The plot symbol describes
the specific protuberance
angular location in degrees,
see Figure i.



















ratio of distance from nose to tap



















normal-force coefficient; normal force
qS
axial-force coefficient; axial force
qS
side-force coefficient, side force
qS
pltching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qS£RE F
yawlng-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb







After separation of the Solid RocketBoosters from the Space
Shuttle, the SRBwill reenter the earth's atmosphereat high angles of
attack and at high supersonic Mach numbers. It is desirable that the
local pressure distributions and local aerodynamic loads in such an
environment be determined. A pressure test of the SRB at reentry
attitudes and Mach numbers was conducted to determine local pressure
and airload distributions.
The model configuration was a O.O0548-scale representation of a
146 inch diameter Space Shuttle SRB. The SRB model included all major
protuberances and was tested with and without protuberances. A drawing
of the general arrangement of protuberances is shown in Figure 2.
There were 143 pressure orifices on the model to allow the deter-
mination of longitudinal local pressure distributions and circumferential
ring pressure distrlbutions, whlch can be integrated to determine local
alrload distributions.
Tests were conducted at Mach numbers of .4, .6, .9, 1.2, 1.96,
2.74, 3.48, 3.76 and 4.45 over an angle of attack range from 60 to 185
degrees. The model with all protuberances was tested at roll angles
of 0, 45, 90 and 315 degrees.
MODEL DESCRIPTION AND TEST HARDWARE
The model was a O.O0548-scale representation of a 146 inch diameter
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster. The general arrangement of the
model is shown in Figure 2. The model was designed and fabricated by
NASA according to the configuration specified by MSFC drawing IOA00319
and Reference 3. All parts of the model were machined from stainless
steel. The model designation number is MSFC #468.
There were 143 pressure orifices located on the model. The
location of the pressure orifices is shown in Figure 3 and Table IV.
Annealed stalnless steel tubing of 0.032 inch O.D. was routed from the
pressure orifices out the side of the model (see Figure 4) and connected
to 4.5-foot lengths of 0.050 inch O.D. tubing. These tubes were routed
along the sting and sting adapter, down the model support mechanism,
through the tunnel floor, and out the side of the tunnel. Tygon tubing
was used to connect the pressure orifice tubing to quick disconnects
which were tubed to scanlvalves.
The model was installed in the test facility in a side mount
configuration. The center section of the model body has an integral
side mount which attaches to a 20-degree offset sting. Model instal-
lation photographs showing a low angle of attack mounting and a high
angle of attack mounting are presented in Figures 4 and 5.
To allow optimum vertical positioning of the model in the test
section, the sting adapter was designed with four vertical positions
for sting mounting (see Figures 6 and 7) whic_ coupled with a 180
degrees sting rotation capabilit_ provided s total of 7 vertical sting
adapter positions. The model support sting is rotated to the 180
degree position in the model support mechanism in Figure 7. Horizontal
adjustments of the distance from the sting adapter to the sting were
provided to allow positioning of the model at the center of rotation of
the model support mechanism.
MODELDESCRIPTIONA DTESTHARDWARE (concluded)
The SRB model was tested with and without protuberances. There
were six different types of protuberances used on the SRB protuberance
model. These were:
i. Data capsule
2. External Tank (ET) attachment structure
3. Electrical tunnel
4. External Tank (ET) attachment ring
5. Aft ring
6. H_id down struts
The SRB nose, body, and engine nozzle are described in the
Model Dimensional Data, Table III, and the SRB protuberances are
illustrated in the Protuberance Dimension Sheets, Figure 8. Eight
equally spaced attachment positions were provided around the model for
each protuberance, allowing model roll angles to be simulated in 45-
degree increments. By positioning each protuberance at its proper
position, model roll angles of O, 45, 90 and 315 degrees were simulated.
Radial protuberance locations for a model roll angle of 0 degrees are
shown in Figure 9.
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
Three SRB configurations were tested.
follows:
SRB - All protuberances
SRB - "Clean" attach and
aft rings
SRB - "Clean" attach ring,
no aft ring
They are identified as
SRB with all protuberances.
SRB with the only protuberance
being a "Clean" attach ring (no
projections past the 0.888 inch
diameter) (see Figure 8), and an
aft ring.
SRB with the only protuberance
being a "Clean" attach ring.
Each of the above configurations consists of the following model
components.
SRB - All protuberances = NBE+DC+ETAS+ELT+ETAR+AR+TDS+CETAR
SRB - "Clean" attach and aft rings = NBE+CETAR+AR
SRB - "Clean" attach ring, no aft ring : NBE+CETAR
Brief descriptions of each component are presented below:
NBE Nose, body and engine of SRB
DC Data capsule
ETAS External Tank attachment structure
ELT Electrical Tunnel
CETAR Clean External Tank attachment ring
ETAR External Tank attachment ring
AR Aft ring
TDS Tie down structure
Refer to the Model Dimension Data, Table III, and Figures 2, 8,
and 9, for dimensions and locations of protuberances.
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TESTFACILITYDESCRIPTION
TheMarshall SpaceFlight Center 14x 14 inch Trisonic WindTunnel
is an intermittent blowdowntunnel which operates by high pressure air
flowing from storage to either vacuumor atmospheric conditions. A
Machnumberrange from .2 to 5.00 is covered by utilizing two inter-
changeable test sections. The transonic section permits testing at
Mach 0.20 through 2.50 and the supersonic section permits testing at
Mach 2.74 through 5.00. Mach numbers between .2 and .9 are obtained by
using a controllable diffuser. The range from .95 to 1.3 is achieved
through the use of plenum suction and perforated walls. Mach numbers
of 1.46, 1.96 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable sets of fixed
contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour nozzle
blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .23 Incremen=,
Air is supplied to a 6000-cubic foot storage tank at approximately
-40 degrees Fahrenheit dew point and 500 pounds per square inch
absolute. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit driven
by a 1500 horsepower motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo-
actuated gate valve. The controlled air flows through the valve
diffuser into the stilling chamber and heat exchanger where the air
temperature can be controlled from ambient to approximately 200 degrees
Fahrenheit. The air then passes thzough the test section which
contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled
pitch sector that provides a total angle of attack range of 20 degrees
(±i0 degrees). Sting offsets are available for obtaining various
maximum angles of attack up to 90 degrees.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION (concluded)
The variable diffuser section has movable floor and ceiling panels,
which are the primary means of controlling the subsonic Math numbers
and permit more efficient running at supersonic Mach numbers. The
sector assembly and diffuser telescope to allow easy access to the
model and test section.
Tunnel flow is exhausted through an acoustically damped tower to
atmosphere or into the vacuum field of 42,000 cubic feet. The vacuum
tanks are evacuated by vacuum pumps driven by electric motors rated at
a total of 500 horsepower.
Data are recorded by a solid-state digital data acquisition
system. The digital data are transferred to punched cards during the
run to be reduced later by a computer to proper coefficient form.
Addltlonal information concerning the test facility can be
obtained from Reference 2.
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INSTRUMENTATION
Eight scanlvalves equipped with 50 psia pressure transducers were
used to monitor the 143 pressure orifices on the model. The location
of these orJflces is shown in Figure 3. Tubes from the orifices were
tagged and numbered from I to 143 according to the relationship between
orifice number and model location depicted in Table IV. A strip chart
recorder was utilized on initial test runs to monitor pressure levels
to selected scanlvalves. This was used to insure that sufficient
scanlvalve response time was being provided in the data acquisition
system.
No corrections were made to the model angle of attack due to
support hardware deflections under model airloada. The model angle of
attack accuracy is within the range of typical force model tests.
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TEST PROCEDURE
The configuration SRB - "Clean" attach and aft rings consisted of
the SRB with the clean ET attach ring and the aft ring. The configu-
ration Is axlsymmetrlc and thus was tested at only one roll position.
The configuration was tested at angles of attack from 60 to 185 degrees
in increments of 5 or 10 degrees. Pressure data were obtained at Mach
numbers of 0.4, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.96, 2.74, 3.48 and 4.45. Reynolds
number variation tests of this configuration were conducted at angles
of attack of 70, 90, and 110 degrees at Mach numbers 0.4 and 0.6.
The configuration SRB - "Clean" attach ring and no aft ring was
tested to obtain Reynolds number effects. The configuration was tested
at an angle of attack range of 60 to 180 degrees in increments of 10,
15, and 20, (in one case 9 degrees) at a Mach number of 3.76, at two
Reynolds numbers.
The final configuration tested, SRB-all protuberances, consisted
of the SRB with all six different types of protuberances. Pressure
data were obtained at an angle of attack range from 70 to 180 degrees
in increments of I0 and 20 degrees, and at model roll positions of
0, 45, 90 and 315 degrees. Tests were conducted at Mach numbers of
0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.96, 2.74 and 3.48.
A llst of average test conditions is given in Table I. The run




Theparametersthat were measuredand recorded during this test
o Wind tunnel conditions (P , PT' TT)
o Nominal model attitude and support mechanism rotation
o 143 local pressures
Tunnel conditions were used to calculate the Math number, the dynam/c
pressure and the Reynolds number. The nominal model attitude and
model support mechanism rotation was used to calculate the model angle
of attack.
The pressure data were reduced to coefficient form and are tabu-
lated along with wind tunnel parameters, configuration, and run number
in the Appendix of this report. The location of each pressure orifice
and the numbering system are presented in Table IV. Special identifi-
cation of blocked or inoperative pressure orifices are noted in
Table IV. Figure 3 presents the orifices as located on the model in
reference to the previously mentioned table. The pressure coefficients
were integrated to obtain the following missile axis force and moment
coefficients:
_' = _c N /_(X/_re f)
m m
Cy' = _Cy /5(X/£re f)
m m
CN = FN/q= Sre f
m
Cy - Fy/q_ Sre f
m
C = _/q® £m Sref ref
m
Cn = Mz/q_ Sre f iref
m
local normal force coefficient







The force and moment coefficients obtained from the integration of
the pressure data are available from MSFC and DATAMAN for comparison
with the results from the force test, TWT 604 (Reference I). Model
reference dimensions used in the data reduction are presented in Table V.
The integration force and moment coefficients were calculated in
the missile axis system. A schematic of this axis system is presented
in Figure I. The missile axis system (Xm, Ym, Zm) is a non-rolllng body
axis system that is frequently used in wind tunnel tests and studies of
missile flight dynamics. It is a system of axes that rotates with a
missile or wind tunnel model through angles of sideslip and angles of
attack but never through angles of roll; i.e., it never rotates about
the missile or model longitudinal axis. The missile axis system is
identical with the body axis system at zero roll angle.
The Moment Reference Point (MRP) is taken to be the SRB's burn out
center of gravity and its location is measured from the nose of the SRB
along the centerline. For the full scale SRB, the center of gravity is
located at X = 1044 inches. Thus, the MRP for the 0.00548 scale SRB






NASA CR 141, 549, DMS-DR-2223 "Reentry Static Stab_!ity
Characteristics of a 0.005479 Scale Model 146 Inch Solid Rocket
Booster tested in the MSFC 14 x 14 Inch TWT (SASF)," Johnson,
J. D., PraharaJ, S. C., Braddock, W. F.; July 1975.
NASA TMX-64624, "The George C. Marshall Space Flight Center's
14 x 14 Inch Trlsonic Wind Tunnel Technical Handbook," Simon,
Erwln; November 1971.





SRB External Contour; Marshall Space Fllght
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T E S T : TWT-603
Table I.
H-92 30-75-416

































































































































































































































NORTHROP SERVICES, INC ........
Table III. (Continued)
HOOEL COMPONENT: BODY






























MODEL COMPONENT: ENGINE SHROUD/NOZZLE




Flare Angle 18° 47'
Length 91.5 in.
Max. Dia. 208.2 in.














Max. Oia. 147.644 in.












Table V. O.O0548-SCALE ]46-1NCH DIAMETER SRB REFERENCE DIMENSIONS
- DiMENSI(_N- -
Reference Area, Sref
(cross sectional area of
cylindrical body)
Reference Length, _ref
(diameter of cylindrical body)
Reference Span, b
ref
(diameter of cylindrical body)
Moment Reference Point, MRP
(burn out c.g.)
XMRP (from nose)
YMRP (from center line)
ZMRP (from center line)
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE



















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 8. PROTUBERANCE DIMENSIONS
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H--9230-75-416
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ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES


























































































Note: The value of 999.999 is incorporated into the source data to indi-
cate where data do not exist or where data are questionable.
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